This guideline is intended to explain easily or describe the position of the Ministry of Food and Drug
Safety regarding classification criteria, classification and review and approval process for big data and AIbased medical devices.
This guideline does not establish legally enforceable responsibilities. Please note that, despite some
expressions contained herein (such as “shall (should)”), you are not required to comply with this guideline.
In addition, this guideline has been prepared based on scientific and technical facts and statutes that are
valid and effective as of May 22, 2020. The provisions in this Guideline are subject to change depending
on the revision of the relevant statutes or specific factual developments.
※ Guideline for Industry refers to the description of legislation or administrative rules offered to
industry to aid their understanding or the proclamation of the stance of regulatory authority in
relation to certain civil affairs (Article 2 of the Regulations on the Management of Guidelines, etc.
of the Ministry of Food and Drug Safety)

※

If you have any question or request regarding this guideline, please contact the Digital Health Device TF, High-tech
Device Division, Medical Device Evaluation Department, National Institute of Food and Drug Safety Evaluation.

Tel : +82-43-719-3942~3949
Fax : +82-43-719-3940
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Ⅰ

Overview

1. Background and Objective
Big data and artificial intelligence (AI)-based medical devices can diagnose or predict
diseases or provide a customized treatment to a patient by learning medical big data and
recognizing a certain pattern based on machine learning.
This guideline is prepared to improve convenience of the public and transparency of work
related to review and approval by looking at the need for managing big data and AI-based
medical devices as a medical device at this point based on Articles 2, 3, 6, 12 and 15 of the
Medical Devices Act, Regulation on Medical Device Approval/Report/Review, Etc. and
Regulation on Medical Device Groups and Class by Group , and presenting matters related to
approval/review specifically in preparation for future development of a product that
corresponds to a medical device.
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2. Scope

This guideline is applicable to standalone software type of medical devices, to which
machine-learning-based AI technology is applied, that diagnose, manage or predict diseases
by analyzing medical big data. It is also applicable to AI software that is configured with
hardware. For example, clinical decision supporting (CDS) software or computer-aided
detection/diagnosis (CAD) software belong to this category.
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3. Definitions

A. Big Data and AI-based Medical Devices
Medical devices that support the work for medical professionals by diagnosing, managing or
predicting diseases based on analysis of medical big data with AI technology

B. Artificial Intelligence (AI)
Technology that realizes some or all of intellectual abilities (intelligence) of human such as
recognition and learning based on methods including machine learning using a computer

C. Medical Big Data
Various kinds of medical information used to diagnose, manage or predict diseases such as
medical record or biometric information measured by medical devices, medical image and
genetic information

D. Cloud Computing
Computing that provides virtualized information technology (IT) resources utilizing internet
technology, as a service

E. Training Data
Data used for machine learning for diagnosis, management or prediction of diseases

F. Reference Standard
It is a result of checking whether a certain disease or condition wants to diagnose or predict
exists or not
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4. Product Characteristics

Big data and AI-based medical devices are being developed using machine learning method.
A medical professional can draw a conclusion of computer-aided diagnosis using
characteristics of diseases identified by software by inputting patient’s medical information
to big data and AI-based medical devices. Machine learning makes it possible for the software
to learn medical big data and identify the characteristics of diseases by itself (refer to Figure
1).

<Figure 1. Characteristics of Machine Learning-based Product>

Unlike existing medical software used for analysis and detection of medical image or aiding
diagnosis, a user or a manufacturer is able to incorporate training data into big data and AIbased medical devices using machine learning method, making it possible to modify
algorithm in real time and save and use data in medical institution’s server or external cloud
server through network by applying cloud computing technology.
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Ⅱ

Medical Device Item Classification and Criteria

1. Medical Device Classification Criteria

A. Overview
Currently, software that utilizes big data and AI technology is under development and more
advanced products equipped with more diverse and complex functions are expected to emerge
with the advancement of technology in the future. Accordingly, the purpose of this section is
to present the judgment criteria and control method for medical devices by evaluating the
need to manage products, which are developed and used as of now and products which are
expected to emerge soon, as a medical device.

B. Regulatory approach to big data and AI-based medical software
The purpose of big data and AI-based medical software is to provide massive amount of
information to a medical professional or a patient in real time and aid a decision-making. It
can contribute to improving the satisfaction level of a medical professional and a patient by
improving quality of patient care, accuracy of medical decision and efficiency.
The regulation on big data and AI-based medical software shall be flexible enough to reflect
the speed of technological advancement, frequent modification and upgrade, and complex
algorithm and consider users including patients and medical professionals and the software
use environment.
Therefore, the Ministry of Food and Drug Safety aims to manage software which meets the
definition of medical device clearly or software that could cause risk to a patient if it does not
function as intended as a medical device. The necessary to manage software under the medical
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device regulation will be reviewed continuously considering the trend of future product
development and current status of use.

C. Criteria in determining Medical Devices
In accordance with Article 2(1) of the Medical Devices Act, a medical device means an
instrument, machine, apparatus, material, software or any other similar products used alone
or in combination for human beings or animals as specified as follows.
Article 2 of the Medical Devices Act (Definitions) (1) The term “medical device” in
this Act means an instrument, machine, apparatus, material, software or any other
similar products specified as follows which are used alone or in combination for
human beings or animals. Provided that drugs and quasi-drugs under the
Pharmaceutical Affairs Act and prosthesis and orthosis among assistive devices for
people with disabilities under Article 65 of the Act on Welfare of people with
Disabilities shall be excluded here from:
1. A product intends to diagnose, cure, alleviate, treat, or prevent a disease
2. A product intends to diagnose, cure, alleviate, or correct an injury or impairment
3. A product intends to test, replace, or transform a structure or function
A product intends to control the conception

Whether big data and AI-based medical software is a medical device or not is determined
based on the intended use and hazard. Decision on whether software is a medical device or
not shall be made by considering the intended use in accordance with Article 2 of the Medical
Devices Act and following determinants of the hazard.

1) Whether software has a possibility to cause harm to a patient when it is not working as intended
Medical software could cause harm to the public health if accuracy is not guaranteed. For
example, inputting or learning inaccurate and improper data or algorithm error could lead
to wrong prediction on the possibility of a certain disease and wrong detection or marking
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of abnormal area could directly impact the result of diagnosis and treatment. In this case,
a patient may not get necessary treatment or problems such as unnecessary examination,
surgery or drug prescription could occur.

2) Whether software guarantees clinical judgment of a medical professional
In case of medical software which is not verified for its safety and performance by the
Ministry of Food and Drug Safety, medical professionals diagnoses a disease or
determines treatment method depending on the software in a situation where the accuracy
and reliability of the software cannot be verified by himself, the public health may be put
at risk due to incorrect diagnosis and treatment. Therefore, it is necessary to review
whether it is the area without the intervention of a medical professional or area difficult
to judge and whether a medical professional is given with reasonable opportunities to
review the basis for information or treatment recommendation.

If a medical professional makes a clinical diagnosis or determines treatment for a patient, it
should be clearly noted that major decision is not made based only on relevant
recommendations, so the sufficient explanation should be given regarding matters such as
source of training data and the relationship between training data and results provided to make
sure that a medical professional understands the clinical evidence on the information provided.

D. Specific scope and examples
The scope of medical devices and non-medical devices is presented below. The examples
given below are for reference only and each case should be judged considering characteristics,
situation and scientific evidence of each product.
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1) Medical software that falls into the category of a medical device

a) Software that diagnoses, predicts or monitors the possibility of diseases including the
existence of disease and condition, or treats diseases using clinical information (ex:
size and location of tumor lesion, etc.) obtained by analyzing medical information
based on medical big data.

b) Software that provides clinical information necessary for diagnosis and treatment by
analyzing medical image, signal from in-vitro diagnostic medical device and a
pattern

or

signal

from

signal

acquisition

system

(electrocardiograph,

electroencephalograph, etc.)
<Examples of medical devices>
O Software that diagnoses the existence or progress (stage) of lung cancer by analyzing lung CT image
O Software that diagnoses or predicts cardiac arrhythmia using electrocardiography results
O Software that calculates the probability of onset of a certain cancer based on medical information
including biopsy and electronic medical records (EMR)
O Software that diagnoses the existence of skin cancer by analyzing skin lesion image
O Software that predicts hypoglycemia by analyzing information such as blood sugar data, intake of
food and insulin injection
O Software that predicts or provides warning including alarm for emergency situation such as
shortness of breath by analyzing vital signs measured and compiled in an emergency room
O Screening software that detects and marks abnormal area by analyzing stomach CT image
O Software that provides quantitative value for a certain area of blood vessel such as blood flow
velocity and blood vessel diameter by analyzing medical image
O Software that establishes radiotherapy planning based on the medical data

2) Medical software that does not fall into the category of a medical device
a) Software that supports administrative work of a medical institution (management of
wards and inventory, handling of electronic procedure, etc.)
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<Example of non-medical devices>
O Software that collects and processes data for claiming insurance
O Software that manages medical care schedule of doctors, wards and dosing time

O Software that supports claiming medical bill and handling electronic procedure for
patients in hospitals
b) Software intended for exercise, leisure activities and general health care
* Detailed criteria shall be in accordance with ‘Criteria for Judging Whether Medical
Devices or Personal Health Care (wellness) Products’.
<Example of non-medical devices>
O Software that encourages or promotes healthy diet, exercise, weight loss or health lifestyle

☞ Software that provides weight control and nutrition intake information for
patients with chronic hypertension by collecting and analyzing health data
☞ Software that provides aerobic exercise by collecting and analyzing health data
c) Software for education/research purpose
<Example of non-medical devices>
O Software intended only for the research and education in universities and research institutions
☞ Software that provides anatomy images or medical images for educating and
training medical professionals

d) Software intended for managing medical records which are not related to treatment
and diagnosis of diseases
<Example of non-medical devices>
O Software that saves and manages EMR
O Order communication system (OCS)
O Software that supports and manages records including patient treatment,
examination and IRB review for clinical trial
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e) Software that provides a tool to organize and trace health or treatment information
of a patient to a medical professional or that helps a medical professional easily find
medical information
<Example of non-medical devices>
O Software that provides a tool for searching or organizing information including
literature information related to prescription and medical care to a medical
professionals without replacing or modifying information including previously
prescribed medicine or treatment
☞ Software that searches and shows the prescription of other patients and the list
of prescribed medicines in EMR system
☞ Software that searches and shows medical image of other patients similar to
that of a patient in EMR system
O Software that helps medical professionals’ access medical information related to
patient’s condition or treatment easily
☞ Software that searches, summarizes and shows standard treatment and clinical
literature
☞ Software that searches interaction among different drugs and allergic reaction
to prevent adverse drug reaction
※ However, if software provides new diagnosis or treatment option for a certain patient by reinterpreting various training data beyond just searching training data (including providing
priority and summary, etc.) it can be classified as a medical device.

E. Management of software if it falls into the category of non-medical devices
The Ministry of Food and Drug Safety conducts a survey or analysis on domestic and
overseas data and current status survey to make a decision on the necessity of applying
regulation on medical devices and if the ministry identifies hazard regarding products under
development, it can classify the product as a medical device for management. In this case, the
ministry plans go through sufficient discussion process including collecting opinions from
stakeholders by taking process of revising guidelines or notices.
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2. Item Classification

Medical devices are classified based on the intended use of the medical devices and degree
of potential risk to human body upon use in accordance with Article 3, Medical Devices Act
(Classification and Designation of Classes) and product classification is determined
considering the intended use and characteristics and risk comprehensively in accordance with
Regulation on Items and Classes by Item of Medical Devices.
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Ⅲ Approval and Review Considerations
Following matters shall be considered upon approval and review for big data and AI-based
medical devices. For more information to be considered upon review and approval of Medical
Device Software, refer to MFDS guideline titled “the Review and Approval of Medical
Device Software (2015).”

1. Essential Requirements on Application

“Performance” you shall fill out in the application form for review and approval, includes
technical specification including cloud server operating environment, cloud service type,
security standard.

You shall write down the output information, update cycle of training data and accuracy of
diagnosis results in the main performance, as well as provide cloud server operating
environment and cloud service type in case where cloud server is used. Also, you shall
describe data encryption and decryption and policy on anonymity in the security specification.

☞ Examples on how to fill out the form
1) Major functions
A. Medical image input and diagnosis result output
- Input information: lung CT image
- Output information: existence of lung cancer, severity of cancer, diagnosis accuracy,
location of lung cancer (marking on CT image)
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B. Training data
- Training data update cycle: 1 year by manufacturer

C. Performance
- Sensitivity: ○○% or higher, specificity: ○○% or higher

2) Cloud server operating environment
※ In case where a product subject to application for approval is developed and
implemented based on IaaS or PaaS provided not by a manufacturer but by the third
party (cloud service provider), write down the information on the business name of
the third party, cloud service type (IaaS or PaaS), cloud configuration type (private,
public, hybrid).
※ If a product subject to approval provides AI service in the form of SaaS, write down
the information on cloud configuration type (private, public, hybrid).

3) Security specification
※ Write down security specifications applied such as data encryption and decryption and
policy on anonymity.
<Types of cloud service>
1) Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS)
- A type of services that provides infrastructure including physical resources such as
server, IP, network, storage and electric power to run cloud
2) Platform as a Service (PaaS)
- A type of services Service that provides a stable environment (platform) where
application programs can be developed using cloud
3) Software as a Service (SaaS)
- A type of services Service that provides application programs that work in cloud
environment.
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2. Validation on Essential Requirements and Clinical Effectiveness

For the performance and clinical efficacy of big data and AI-based medical devices,
diagnosis accuracy of a product can be confirmed with items such as sensitivity, specificity,
positive predictive value, negative predictive value, receiver operating characteristic (ROC)
curve and Area Under the Curve (AUC).
The data used for verification of performance and clinical efficacy shall be considered the
mutual independency with data developing to maintain objectivity.
<Examples of items to verify performance and clinical efficacy >
1) Sensitivity
- Probability to identify those with the disease among people with the disease
2) Specificity
- Probability to identify those without the disease among people without the disease
3) Positive Predictive Value
- Fraction of those with specific characteristic of the disease among the people
classified with specific characteristic of the disease
4) Negative Predictive Value
- Fraction of those without specific characteristic of the disease among the people
classified without specific characteristic of the disease
5) Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) Curve
- ROC is a graph drawn using sensitivity and false-positive rate (1- specificity)
based on diagnostic test results. With this curve, it is possible to assess the
diagnostic performance that distinguishes positive or negative.
6) Area Under the Curve (AUC)
- It refers to an area under the ROC Curve, indicating diagnostic accuracy. Among the
values between 0.5 and 1.0, the value closer to 1 indicates a better performance.
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In addition, in case where medical information is saved and transmitted through network by
applying cloud computing technology, the possibility of modification of medical information
and the occurrence of damage can be considered depending on the medical information
security and cloud transmission.
Security requirements for the use of network include sever access control, user
authentication, use of encryption method upon transmitting and saving medical information
and de-identification and requirements shall be appropriately set according to characteristics
of a product by referring to ‘3. Requirements for System Data Security’ in ‘guideline for
Review and Approval for U-healthcare Medical Device System’.
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3. Clinical Validation

The methods for clinical validation applicable to big data and AI-based medical devices can
be

broadly

divided

into

a

prospective

study,

a

retrospective

study

and

a

prospective/retrospective study where both studies are conducted in parallel and appropriate
clinical trial method can be designed according to the characteristics of a product.
<Method for clinical validation >
1) Prospective study
- It is a method to trace changes for a certain period of time after pre-setting factors (risk
factors) to be studied, observing the changes caused by risk factors.

2) Retrospective study
- It is a method of conducting a study without direct contact with study subjects. It is a
clinical trial conducted to verify the safety and effectiveness of medical devices using
medical data of subjects obtained through previous medical care or clinical trials
rather than recruiting subjects.
※ In case of retrospective study, information such as medical record, medical image,
vital signs, pathological examination and genetic information of subjects and clinical
trial results can be used.
For data, on clinical validation, clinical trial method, clinical trial result and criteria for
clinical evaluation shall be considered in accordance with ’12-2 Data Related to Clinical Trial’
of Article 29 (Requirements of Attached Information) of the Regulation on the Review,
Approval and Notification of Medical Devices.
Upon designing retrospective study, sample data should be independent from data used in
the product development process. For the inclusion and exclusion criteria of sample data and
the targeted number of subjects, the information related to sample data collection (collection
method, collection place, collection format, collected items, etc.), sample data measurement
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timing, the number of subjects, and the inclusion and exclusion criteria for sample data should
be considered.
In case of medical devices that diagnose and predict a disease by analyzing clinical
information necessary for diagnosis and treatment in the patient’s medical image, vital signs
and in-vitro diagnostics results, clinical efficacy can be confirmed in comparison with
confirmed diagnostic results described in the EMR using data of Koreans. If the fact that there
is no difference in racial factors is proven, data of Koreans may not be necessary.
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4. Submission Requirements

The documents to be submitted upon application for the approval for medical devices shall
be in accordance with Article 26 (Type and scope of documents to be reviewed, Etc), Article
28 (Waiver of Documents to be reviewed) and [Appendix 7] ‘Scope of Submissions including
Technical Documents’ of the Regulation on the Review, Approval and Notification of
Medical Devices.
In particular, ‘Documents for Operating Principles’ among attachments may include the
information on diagnosis algorithm (including machine learning) and principles and
explanation of cloud computing technology incorporating the characteristics of big data and
AI-based medical devices. For ‘Documents for performance’, Conformity assessment report
and verification and validation report on medical device software in the form of [Appendix
13 Template] in accordance with Article 29 (Requirements for Attachments) of the regulation
shall be submitted following information on test overview and test method shall be included.
<Information to be described in ‘verification and validation
report on Software’>
1) Test overview
- Test data collection criteria, collection method, and the amount of test data
2) Test method
- Criteria and method of establishing reference standard (provide information including
type of reference standard, documents or papers referred)
* Example of type of reference standard: in case of a medical device that detects lung cancer using chest
x-ray image, establish standard reference using medical image of a patient who are diagnosed with
lung cancer based on CT or MR imaging results.

- Test items (accuracy, precision, etc.) and test standard (including standard setting
method and its basis)
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For the approval for big data and AI-based medical device, comparison of the device with
previously approved product should be conducted according to the regulation and if it is found
that the intended use and operating principles are different, documents for clinical trial should
be submitted. If the two products show equivalence, submissions on clinical trial may be
waived.
Equivalence comparison of machine-learning-based medical devices should be conducted to
compare on the intended use, model used for machine learning and characteristics of training
data in the two products. Equivalence comparison can be conducted in accordance with the
following steps and used to determine the scope of documents to be attached.
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<Figure 2. Process of Comparison with Pre-approved Product>
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For ‘intended use’, indications including classification of disease, certain conditions and
patients analyzed by a product shall be compared. As shown in the example in Figure 2,
equivalence is not recognized if there is difference in the scope of indication, and in this case,
it is required to submit clinical trial data.
For operating principles, two areas including kinds of machine learning model applied to the
product and characteristics of training data shall be compared (refer to Figure 2).
Upon describing operating principles for already Pre-approved and product subject to
approval, classification of basic algorithm (CNN, RNN, GAN, etc.) and essential technology
element (synthetic filter, data preprocessing method, etc.) shall be described for comparison.
The characteristics of the product such as analysis method of disease after training can be
different by the natures of training data in addition to the machine learning models.
Upon comparisons of working mechanism operating principles, patient characteristics (age,
sex, etc.), severity of diseases, type of diseases included in training data shall be described for
comparison.
However, in case where machine learning algorithm is applied to big data and AI-based
medical devices for software functions not related to purpose of use such as disease diagnosis,
intended use and indication, submission of clinical trial data may be exempted and examples
of such case are presented below.
1) Applying to function of removing noise in medical image
2) Applying to function of removing noise in vital signs
3) Applying to function of managing patient’s schedule
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5. Subject to change approval and certification

Medical devices shall be subject to change approval and certification in accordance with
Article 12 of the Medical Devices when modification occurs regarding the pre-approved
products in accordance with Article 6 of the Medical Devices.
If the modification occurs regarding to the matters which affect to safety and effectiveness
including design of the medical devices, documents for clinical trial, technical documents or
notice on the result of review for technical documents shall be submitted in accordance with
Article 26(3) of the Enforcement Rule of the Medical Devices Act.
However, criteria for the change approval on big data and AI-based medical device are
necessary given that the medical devices learn by themselves resulting in changes in
performance frequently.
Therefore, the process of change approval and certification is exempted if the accuracy is
improved by adding training data without design modification of a medical device. In this
case, however, a manufacturer shall manage the training data and performance (accuracy) of
the product under the manufacturing and quality management system to maintain the quality
of a product. The cases subject to change approval and certification are shown in the following
examples.
A. Examples of cases subject to be reviewed on documents for clinical trial for change
approval and certification
1) In case where the intended use is modified by adding indications
2) In case where the operating principles are modified due to the change in diagnostic
algorithm (including machine learning)
3) In case where the operating principles are modified due to the change in kinds of
medical information input
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4) In case where the intended use is modified due to the change in the type of results
provided (diagnosis details, diagnostic items, etc.)
5) In case where the diagnostic accuracy is changed to the level lower than diagnostic accuracy
range presented during approval and certification due to changes in training data
6) In case where there are major changes that impact the safety or effectiveness of a product

B. Examples of cases subject to technical document review for change approval and
certification
1) Changes that have an impact on major performance of a medical device due to changes in
development language and operating environment of the software
2) Changes that have an impact on major performance due to changes in matters not subject to
clinical data review
※ Ex: Addition of alarm function, addition of data storage function, development
environment change, operating environment change, etc.

C. Examples of cases exempted from change approval and certification
1) In case where the accuracy level, which was previously approved, is improved with
modification and expansion of training data without design modification of the product
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6. Version Control

Version control rules for big data and AI-based medical devices can be divided into the
management of product structure and design by a manufacturer and other management such
as addition of training data.
The design modification of a product can be managed in the same way as the management
of general medical device software version but in case where version is changed due to
additional training data, appropriate version control method shall be applied in accordance
with data control policy of a manufacturer and a medical institution and write down the
information in the application form for approval and review.
As shown in Table 3, version control method for big data and AI-based medical devices can
be divided into major function change, simple change, minor change and training data change.
In case where performance (accuracy) is changed due to training data change, it is managed
as a major function change. In contrast, if the change is made within the performance
(accuracy) range written during approval, a manufacturer can autonomously control the
version by setting the version control rule for training data change and version number may
be expressed as ‘X’ without need to mention the specific numbers in the application form for
approval and review.
<Table 3. Version Control Method>
Classification

Details (example)

Control method

Major change

Change in operating principles, intended
use, performance (applicable to In case
Proceeding the change
where the pre-approved performance
approval process
(accuracy) changes beyond the previous
range.)

Simple change

Graphic user interface (GUI) design change

Minor change

Bug correction, color and menu location Occasional report or
change of GUI, etc.
annual report

Training
change

Training data change within the range of
Autonomous control
performance (accuracy) written during
by a manufacturer
approval

data
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Proceeding the change
approval process

7. Management Policy on Learning Data

Big data and AI-based medical devices require various training data including Electronic
Medical Record (EMR), medical literature (clinical papers, guidelines of society of clinical
trial, etc.) and medical image to extract characteristics for diagnosing and predicting diseases
and such training data may have an impact on the performance and effectiveness of a product.
Therefore, a manufacturer shall establish a policy on data management to maintain the
effectiveness of training data consistently and the timing for updating training data update can
be determined based on consultation between a manufacturer and a medical institution.
Policy on data management is related to the planning of data acquisition by a manufacturer
and a medical institution and defining an effective operating system and plan for acquired
data. System and plan for data management principle, management organization and quality
control process shall be established.
In particular, data management organization is required to set the quality control items,
scope and criteria related to training data and assess the quality of product algorithm to
training data which are added regularly or irregularly.
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8. Current Regulation on Cloud Computing Technology

Cloud configuration that can be used for big data and AI-based medical devices can be
divided into private cloud which can be used by a certain medical institution as the institution
installs data center internally, public cloud where cloud service by external provider is used
and hybrid cloud where public cloud and private cloud are used in combination.
In case of applying cloud computing technology, cloud server is not subject to regulation
regarding medical devices but the information on cloud service type and server operating
environment shall be written down in the application form for approval and review.
In case where cloud service type (ex: IaaS, PaaS, SaaS, etc.) or cloud server operating
environment which impacts to performance of a medical device is changed after getting
approval or certification of the medical device, manufacturers shall obtain the change
approval.
However, such changes shall be managed by a manufacturer or a medical institution without
the need for obtaining change approval or certification if there is no impact on the
performance of medical devices.
In addition, medical device manufacturers (importers) shall implement and document
technical measures necessary for security of medical device software (access control, deidentification of personal information, data encryption and decryption, etc.). Administrative,
physical and technical matters necessary for cloud server security shall be managed in
accordance with the Medical Service Act and the Personal Information Protection Act.
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